Title: METHODS FOR ENABLING A SCALABLE TRANSFORMATION OF DIVERSE DATA INTO MODELS TO DRIVE THE DISCOVERY OF NEW KNOWLEDGE

Abstract: The present invention relates to a method for the automatic identification of at least one informative data filter from a data set that can be used to identify at least one relevant data subset against a target feature for subsequent hypothesis generation, model building and model testing. The present invention describes methods, and an initial implementation, for efficiently linking relevant data both within and across multiple domains and identifying informative statistical relationships across this data that can be integrated into agent-based models. The relationships, encoded by the agents, can then drive emergent behavior across the global system that is described in the integrated data environment.
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Group I. Claims 1-20 and 31-32. Drawn to a method for automatically identifying at least one informative data filter from a data set that can be used for identifying at least one relevant data subset against a target feature for subsequent hypothesis generation, model building and model testing resulting in more efficient data storage, data management and data utilization comprising an optimum intersection of the one or more informative data filters.
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